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Previous discussions of Alfvdn wave propagation across an inhomogeneous plasma predicted that 
shear Alfvin waves become singular (resonant) at the w = kzuA layer and that there is a strong wave 
absorption at this layer giving localized ion heating. In this paper the three standard derivations of 
the Alfvdn ‘resonance’ (incompressible magnetohydrodynamics, compressible magneto- 
hydrodynamics, and two-fluid) are re-examined and shown to have errors and be mutually 
inconsistent. Exact two-fluid differential equations for waves propagating across a cold 
inhomogeneous plasma are derived; these show that waves in an ideal cold plasma do not become 
‘resonant’ at the Alfvdn layer so that there is no wave absorption or localized heating. These 
equations also show that the real ‘shear’ Alfven wave differs in substance from both the ideal MHD 
and earlier two-fluid predictions and, in the low density, high field region away from the 
o=kzuA layer, is actually a quasielectrostatic resonance cone mode. For 04 O,i and k,=O, the 
o = kzuA layer turns out to be a cutoff (reflecting) layer for both the ‘shear’ and compressional 
modes (and not a resonance layer). For finite OIO,i and k, = 0 this layer becomes a region of wave 
inaccessibility. For o~w,~ and finite k, there is strong coupling between shear and compressional 
modes, but still no resonance. 
I. INTRODUCTION (4) 
A. The importance of the Alfvin resonance concept 
The Alfvdn resonance, an ideal magnetohydrodynamic 
(MHD) concept, was proposed over two decades ago by 
Uberoi’ and by Tataronis and Grossmann In Ref. 2 the 
Alfven resonance is described as a logarithmic singularity 
which occurs in a cold magnetized slab plasma that is inho- 
mogeneous in the x direction (the z direction is parallel to 
the equilibrium magnetic field). The singularity occurs at the 
critical layer where o= kzuA(x). Also in Ref. 2 it is pro- 
posed that wave phase mixing at the shear Alfvdn layer will 
produce a strong, localized heating similar to Landau damp- 
ing. Since the Alfvdn resonance was originally discussed in 
Refs. 1 and 2, many papers and a monograph3 have been 
published in which the Alfvin resonance plays a pivotal role. 
Examples of papers invoking the Alfvin resonance include 
the following: 
(1) Chen and Hasegawa4.5 made a quantitative calculation of 
the heating rate due to phase mixing at the Alfvdn reso- 
nance and argued that the heating rate is independent of 
the actual physical absorption mechanism at the reso- 
nance. 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) Vaclavic and Appert’” have written an extensive review 
on Alfvin wave heating and discuss the central role of 
the Alfvin resonance. 
(2) Goedbloed6 discussed the spectrum of ideal MHD in axi- 
symmetric toroidal systems. 
(3) Stix7*s examined the Alfvdn resonance using a two-fluid 
model with finite O/W,-i (unlike MHD where w/0,~=0 
is assumed). The Alfvdn resonance was retrieved from 
the two-fluid equations and mode conversions to both 
cold and hot plasma waves were discussed in this two 
fluid context. 
(11) The Alfvin resonance has been investigated on: the 
‘Tokamak Chauffage Alfvdn’*7 (TCA) in Switzerland; 
the Tortu~‘~ tokamak in Australia, and the Phaedrus” 
tokamak at the University of Wisconsin. Heating results 
on TCA have been indirectly interpreted in terms of the 
Alfvdn resonance, but there have been no in situ mea- 
surements of fields demonstrating resonant absorption 
at the w= kzuA layer. Both electron and ion heating 
were observed but there was no clear connection to the 
Alfvdn resonance (i.e., there was no direct observation 
of hot ions concentrated at the o = kzuA layer). In con- 
Hasegawa and Chen’*” also predicted a mode conver- 
sion at the Alfven resonance for a collisionless plasma, 
but used a kinetic modification to the MHD equations. 
Rosenbluth and Rutherford” added finite ion gyroradius 
effects to the Alfvin resonance and found a strong inter- 
action with hot ions. 
Ott, Wersinger, and Bonoli” proposed a cavity mode 
heating mechanism where the magnetosonic mode inter- 
acts with the Alfvdn resonance. 
Karney, Perkins, and SunI considered the effect of com- 
pressibility and finite O/W,i on heating at the Alfven 
resonance in a large tokamak. 
Li, Mahajan, and ROSS’~ invoked the Alfvdn resonance in 
a toroidal model of Alfvdn modes and found the Alfven 
resonance to be an essential part of the description of 
toroidal Alfvdn eigenmodes. 
Mett and Taylor15 invoked the Alfven ‘resonance’ as part 
of a helicity injection current drive scheme. *I 
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trast to the prediction by the various Alfven resonance 
heating theories that there should be complete wave 
absorption by ions at the Alfven layer, the TCA experi- 
ment foundI that of 140 kW radio frequency (RF) 
power injected into the plasma only 7.6 kW went into 
ion heating. 
(12) The Alfven resonance has also been investigated in lin- 
ear machines by Cekic et aL2’ and by Tsushima et aL21 
The plasmas in these devices were highly collisional, 
i.e., We V,i, and so were not in the ‘ideal’ regime, 
(13) Donnelly and Clancyz2 analyzed the Alfven resonance 
in a cylindrical plasma both analytically and numeri- 
cally and compared their results to Ref. 2 1. 
(14) Lee and Roberts,23 Hollweg and Yang,24 and Parke?’ 
discuss Alfvin resonance absorption in the context of 
the magnetosphere and the solar corona and also pre- 
dict strong plasma heating due to phase mixing and/or 
linear mode conversion at the Alfvin resonance layer. 
(15) Thompson and Wright26 use a generalized Frobenius 
series to examine the details of wave behavior at the 
resonance layer. 
(16) Steinolfson and Davila27 have found heating at the 
Alfvdn resonance layer using a numerical simulation of 
a fully compressible, low beta, resistive plasma in- 
tended to model solar coronal Ioops. 
(17) Witherspoon, Prager, and SprottZ8 measured a localized 
peaking of the poloidal component of the RF magnetic 
field in the Tokapole II tokamak and interpreted this 
peaking as a verification of the Alfvkn resonance. 
From the above list we see that there have been a large 
number of theoretical papers examining the consequences of 
the Alfven resonance, several experiments designed to ex- 
ploit it, and a few experiments designed to measure it. A 
peaking of the poloidal magnetic field has been observed at 
the o = kzvA layer in Ref. 28; this peaking was interpreted as 
a manifestation of the Alfvdn resonance and the finite mag- 
nitude of the peak was attributed to dissipative effects. There 
do not exist any experimental measurements demonstrating 
strong wave absorption or localized ion heating at the Alfven 
layer (an experiment showing strong wave absorption at the 
Alfvin layer would show a traveling wave propagating to- 
wards the Alfven layer; if complete absorption indeed oc- 
curred at this layer, the wave amplitude would decrease to 
zero in a very short distance and the wave energy would 
show up in the form of locally heated ions). 
B. Our claim: The Alfvin resonance is an invalid 
concept 
We claim that the prediction that a cold plasma has an 
‘Alfvdn resonance’ is spurious and show that cold plasma 
Alfvin waves are not singular at the o= kzuA(x) layer. 
Thus, phase mixing and wave absorption (dissipation) do not 
occur in a cold collisionless plasma at the Alfven layer. Con- 
sequently, the elaborate mathematical technique2*3 devised to 
deal with the singularity is unnecessary and irrelevant. The 
incorrect prediction that cold plasma waves phase mix and 
are absorbed at the Alfvin resonance constitutes a significant 
and important failure of ideal MHD, traditionally considered 
an accurate model of plasma behavior at low frequencies 
(i.e., w4 O,i, where wci is the ion cyclotron frequency). 
Instead of being a critical resonant layer where singulari- 
ties and complicated physical effects occur, we show instead 
that the w = k,uA(x) layer (in the simplest situation) is just a 
cutoff for both of the two normal modes that exist in a cold 
plasma. Both modes are perfectly well behaved at this layer: 
In more complicated situations (which we shall also discuss) 
the two modes are coupled, but there is still no singularity or 
absorption. 
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II gives a de- 
tailed review of the standard Alfvin modes and of the three 
different ways the Alfven resonance has been derived (in- 
compressible MHD, compressible MHD, two fluid). In Sec. 
III we re-examine these three derivations of the Alfvin reso- 
nance, point out errors, and show that the three models are 
mutually inconsistent. In Sec. IV we use two fluid theory and 
the complete Maxwell equations (not the MHD approxima- 
tion) to derive exact partial differential equations valid for 
arbitrary frequencies for a wave propagating in an inhomo- 
geneous cold magnetized plasma; these equations transcend 
ideal MHD. Section V discusses these equations when 
k,=O and Sec. VI discusses what happens when k, is finite; 
although the k, = 0 and k, # 0 situations differ significantly, 
in both cases it is shown that there is no singularity at the 
w = kzuA(x) layer. In Sec. V it is also shown that the shear 
Alfvin mode turns out to be a quasielectrostatic wave except 
in the immediate vicinity of the Alfvin layer, while Sec. VI 
also shows that if k, is finite there is a strong coupling be- 
tween shear and compressional modes at the w=k,u,(x) 
layer. Section VII shows that when the broad kz spectrum 
excited by a finite extent source is taken into account, the 
quasielectrostatic shear mode has a resonance cone behavior 
in regions where k,uA(x)%w. Section VIII discusses a pos- 
sible toroidal current drive scheme based on Landau damp- 
ing of the quasielectrostatic shear mode. Section IX contains 
a summary and conclusions. 
II. REVIEW OF,ALFVeN MODES AND DERlVATlONS 
OF THE ALFVEN ‘RESONANCE’ 
We now present a brief, but detailed review of MHD 
Alfven waves and the various models for the Alfven ‘reso- 
nance’; the point of this review is to clarify all assumptions 
and approximations so that errors and inconsistencies in 
these assumptions/approximations can be identified in Sets. 
III and VI. We will use direction conventions and nomencla- 
ture consistent with the standard notation introduced by 
Stix;2g parallel and perpendicular are with respect to the 
equilibrium magnetic field B=Bi. 
A. Shear mode propagating exactly in the I direction 
(original Alfv6n analyses) 
In 1943 Alfvdn3’ described what he called eiectro- 
magnetic-hydrodynamic waves and what are now called 
shear (or torsional) Alfvdn waves. Alfvin considered plane 
waves propagating exactly in the z direction in a magnetized 
perfectly conducting fluid; i.e., he assumed that the wave had 
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a space-time dependence - exp(i&- iwt). Thus, this deriva- 
tion implicitly assumes that k,= k, = 0. Alfvdn’s derivation 
combined the linearized equation of motion 
-iwpfI=iXBi-VP, (1) 
Ohm’s law for a perfectly conducting fluid, 
&+tixB;=O, (2) 
Faraday’s law 
VXit=iw& (3) 
and Ampere’s law 
v xii=pu,j. (4) 
He assumed that the conducting fluid was incompressible 
v.ir=o (5) 
so that oz= 0 and also assumed that j, =jz= 0 so that 
OX= 0. Thus, the only finite velocity component is fiY in 
which case Eq. (1) gives 
(6) 
Ohm’s, Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws respectively yield 
kx=-o#3, kBx=dy, ikg,=-pdx. (7) 
These constit+te four equations in the four unknowns, i’, , 
fi,, , J, , and B, . The determinant of this system of equations 
gives the dispersion relation 
co’= k,2v: 
where 
(8) 
vA=& 
(9) 
is the Alfvkn velocity. Although this derivation is elementary, 
we have repeated it here to stress three points which will be 
important later, namely: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
the plane wave was assumed to be exactly in the z direc- 
tion (i.e., k, = k, = 0), 
this mode involves a shearing, incompressible motion, 
since the velocity is in the y direction while the propa- 
gation is in the z direction, 
if we-assume that the only. finite perturbed quantities are 
E, , Ur , J, , and B, , it is then unnecessary to assume 
the fluid is incompressible, since the dynamics automati- 
cally give incompressibility. Thus, Eq. (5)is redundant 
once we have chosen the ‘eigenvector’ {E,, UY, 5,) 
iY} # 0. It is the wave that is incompressible and not 
the plasma. 
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B. Extension of MHD to arbitrary propagation 
direction 
Shortly after AK&n’s paper appeared, Astrom3* and 
Dungy32 considered wave propagation in an arbitrary direc- 
tion; i.e., a perturbation having the dependence 
exp(ik.x-iwt) was assumed where the wavevector 
k= k,$+ k,$ + k,i was arbitrary. References 31 and 32 
found two linearly independent orthogonal modes in the low 
frequency MHD regime (i.e., oQ w,,); these modes are now 
commonly called the shear and compressional Alfvdn modes. 
Without loss of generality the coordinate system is oriented 
so that the x direction is parallel to kL ; thus by choice of 
coordinate system, k, = 0. The eigenvectors for the two MI-ID 
modes are categorized in Eq. (10). The set of field compo- 
nents associated with the compressional mode are boxed; the 
set of unboxed components constitute the eigenvector for the 
shear mode (with the exception of the special case of z’, 
which is zero for both modes) 
i’, -x - El -- jx -El- x 
III 4 4 Q 5 0, . (10) 
J%=o __ q -_ jz __ 0 _ & 
The condition E’,= 0 is a fundamental property of ideal 
MHD and is intrinsic to all ideal MI-ID theories. 
7. Shear Aif& wave with arbitrary propagation 
direction 
IJsing the unboxed components, i.e., E,, fir, j,, j,, 
and UY, Eqs. (l)-(4) become 
-iti&,,=-.f$, l?x+fi,,B=O, ikg,=ioB,, 
- ikjl, = pJx, ikJY = p>, . 
(11) 
The first four of these five equations constitute four coup!ed 
homogeneous equations in the four unknowns E, , B, , J, , 
and Ur and the determinant of this system of four equations 
gives the shear Alfven dispersion relation 
W2=k2v2 
z A (12) 
which is identical to Alf&n’s original result, except that here 
k, is arbi_trary rather than zero. The fifth equation simply 
specifies J, once the other four quantities have been deter- 
mined. 
Astrom first pointed out a peculiar feature of Eq. (12): 
even though k, is finite it does not appear in Eq. (12). This 
unusual property has been interpreted to mean that shear 
wave disturbances started on a given magnetic field line 
propagate along that field line, and do not spread out from 
that line. Hence, disturbances on adjacent field lines are ‘in- 
sulated’ from each other. To quote Astrom31 “the energy is 
propagated only along the (equilibrium) lines of force, but 
the wave normal may have an arbitrary direction”; to quote 
Stix33 “a wave packet comprised of a spectrum of k, values 
will then propagate through a uniform plasma without defo- 
cusing or dispersion, and the propagation along each line of 
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force will be independent of the propagation of waves along 
adjacent lines of force.” Similar statements have been made 
by other authors. 
2. Compressional Alfvth wave 
By using the eigenvector corresponding to the boxed 
components in Eq. (10) and assuming a cold plasma, the 
equation of motion, Ohm’s law, Faraday’ s law, and Am- 
pere’s law become 
-impfiX=SyB, t&=0, Ey- &B=O, 
- ik,b’?,= iwg,, ik,k’,= iok,, 
(13) 
ik,g,-- ik,bz= pO‘?y. 
The determinant of this system of equations gives the cold 
plasma dispersion 
w2=(k;+k;)v;. (14) 
This mode is called the compressional mode since 
V-U= ik, fi’, is nonzero. If finite pressure is included, as for 
a warm plasma, then a sound wave appears associated with 
finite fi, ; we will not consider this sound wave since we are 
restricting our discussion to cold plasma waves. 
C. Incompressible MHD derivation of the Alfvin 
resonance 
The Alfvin resonance concept was independently pro- 
posed in Refs. 1 and 2; the analyses_in these papers assume 
an incompressible plasma, i.e., V .U=O (we note that the 
same basic equations were discussed more recently in Ref. 
23). The essential result of Refs. 1 and 2 is that the peculiar 
lack of dependence of Eq. (12) on k, (i.e., lack of dispersion 
in the x direction) is removed by considering a plasma that is 
inhomogeneous in the x direction. By taking this inhomoge- 
neity into account, Refs. 1 and 2 show that Eq. (12) becomes 
a resonance condition (singularity in a wave equation), rather 
than a dispersion relation: the location where w= kzuA(X) is 
called the Alfvin resonance layer. This resonance is specifi- 
cally identified with the shear mode, since the resonance 
condition is identical to Eq. (12) and also since the mode is 
incompressible (as is the shear mode). 
We now give a brief outline of the derivation presented 
in Refs. 1 and 2 for the Alfvdn resonance. All perturbations 
are assumed to be of the form f(x)exp(ik,z-iwt). An equi- 
librium pressure gradient exists in the n direction so that the 
equilibrium magnetic field depends on x such that 
P(x) + Bzo_ const 
2Po * 
(15) 
We define the perturbed fluid position g=ifJ/w so that the 
combination of Ohm’s and Faraday’s laws give 
ii=Vx(gxB) 06) 
which has components 
b,=ik,B&, gy=ik,Bg,,, bz= --&B&). 
The linearized equation of motion is 
(17) 
- 02,uopi= -VP+ B-Vii+ B.VB (18) 
where 
$=fiO~+B& (19) 
Using Eq. (17), the components of Eq. (18) are found to be 
- ~2pop~x= -$ - k:B’&.,, c20> 
- W2Po&= - k;B2&, (21) 
- w2pop&= - ik,p- ik,B % (B&) + ikZB& $ . 
(22) 
The y component is decoupled from the x and z components 
and is not used, while the x component is re-written as 
~=(~2pork:B2k 
and the z component becomes 
(23) 
ik$ = w2pop& - ik,B’ z . 
At this point, the incompressibility assumption is invoked to 
give 
dk x+ik&=O; (25) 
this is used to eliminate & from Eq. (24) which becomes 
k$?= ( w2,uop- k;B2) $ . 
This is used to eliminate p’ in Eq. (23) to give 
(02,zop-kfB2) 2 -kf(w2p0p-k;B’)&=O. 
-1 
(27) 
The quantity E(X) is defined as 
E(X) = w2pop- k,2B2(x) = (02- k;v:)pop (28) 
and the Alfvin resonance is located where E(X) =O, i.e., 
where w2 = k:vi(x) . If we re-define the n origin to be at this 
point, then in the neighborhood of x = 0, we can Taylor ex- 
pand 
E(X) =xd 
so that Eq. (27) becomes 
(29) 
(30) 
which has solutions Zo(k,x) and Ko(k,x), the modified 
Bessel functions of order zero. For small argument Ka(k,x) 
contains a term -In x; this logarithmic singularity is the es- 
sence of the ‘Alfvin resonance’ described in Refs. 1 and 2. It 
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is interesting to note that the actual value of 13 did not matter, 
and so this model is valid for cold as well as warm plasmas. 
This basic model has been extended by the original authors 
and by others to include finite k,, sheared magnetic fields, 
toroidal geometry, flux coordinates, etc. (see list of examples 
in Sec. I). 
D. Alfvkn resonance with compressible MHD 
References 3 and 4 discussed a similar model for the 
Alfvkn resonance, but with the important difference that the 
plasma was allowed to be compressible. The adiabatic rela- 
tion between the perturbed pressure and velocity, 
P= - yPV.&&VP (31) 
was used to eliminate p in Eq. (19). Also finite k, was as- 
sumed, With these assumptions, and using manipulations 
similar to those for the incompressible case, Refs. 3 and 4 
give in the cold plasma limit a compressible wave equation 
of the form 
(ti2pp0-k:B2)B2 dfiz 
- +(02p~o-kfB2)~x=0. 
(02pp0-(k;+k;)B*) dx 1 
(32) 
Hasegawa and Uberoi34 state that Eq. (32) “is a generalized 
form of Eq. (27) in that the effect of compressibility is in- 
cluded” (equations have been renumbered to refer to num- 
bering system here). 
E. Two-fluid derivation of Alfvin resonance 
The MHD equations are a less precise description of the 
plasma than are the two-fluid equations. In Ref. 29 the two- 
fluid cold plasma wave equations were discussed in detail 
and, in particular, a useful notation for the cold plasma di- 
electric tensor K was introduced, namely 
S -iD 0 
K=iD S 0 [ 1 0 0 P 
with elements 
(33) 
(34) 
P=l- c $p. 
ff=i,e 
Using this notation, the cold plasma wave equation has the 
form 
VxVx~+$K.E=O. (35) 
By assuming an exp(ik.x) spatial dependence, defining the 
refractive index vector n=cWw, and choosing the x axis to 
lie along n, , Eq. (35) can be expressed as 
[S-n; -iD nxnz 1 [ix1 
iD 
nxnz 
(36) 
This system of equations has nontrivial solutions (normal 
modes) when the determinant of the matrix vanishes. By 
defining 8 as the angle between the refractive index and the 
equilibrium magnetic field so that 
n,=n sin 8, nz=n cos e 
and defining the auxiliary quantities 
(37) 
R=S+D, L=S-D (38) 
the vanishing of the determinant can be expressed simply as 
&n4-3h2+ F=O, (39) 
where 
A=S sin* t7+ P cos* 19, 
.9Y=RL sin* 8+PS( 1 +cos* 19), (40) 
F= PRL. 
In Ref. 8 it was argued that since 1 PI --+a~ as w+O, then 
in both the ion cyclotron frequency regime where WFJW~~ 
and also in the MHD-like regime where w<wCi, the quan- 
tities .&‘, 3 Fin Eq. (40) can be approximated as 
,d- P ~0s~ 8, .$=PS( 1 +c0s2e), F-PRL (41) 
provided 8 is not too close to 7r/2 so that IS sin* d 
GI P cos* 4. In this case, the quantity P factors from Eq. 
(39), which becomes simply 
n4 cos* O- n*S( 1 + cos* t9) + RL= 0 (42) 
or in terms of n, and n, 
nz(nZ-S)-2Sn:+nz+RL=O 
which may be solved exactly for nz 
n2_(nf-Wn:-L) 
x S-n: . 
to give 
(43) 
Reference 8 states “the form of the dispersion Eq. (44) re- 
veals the resonance, called the A@& resonance, that occurs 
under the condition S= nz “; this resonance results in 
nz+m. That this corresponds to the Alfvdn resonance dis- 
cussed in Refs. 1 and 2 can be seen by noting that at low 
frequencies S has the limiting form S = 1 + c2/vi . Thus, if 
vAQc, this resonance for n: occurs when o= kzvA and so 
the Alfvin ‘resonance’ in Ref. 8 is interpreted as being the 
same as that of Refs. 1 and 2. Equation (44) has also been 
analyzed in Ref. 13. Both Refs. 8 and 13 discuss the peculiar 
cutoff-resonance-cutoff ‘triplet’ form of Eq. (44) where the 
n* = S Alfven resonance is tightly sandwiched in between the 
nh=R and n*=L cutoffs. z 2. 
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F. Summary of claimed properties of the Alfven 
resonance 
For reference, we summarize the previously claimed 
properties of the Alfvin resonance and cite where these prop- 
erties were discussed: 
Previous claim #I. In the cold plasma approximation, 
the MHD velocity aI, is logarithmically singular2~4~9*‘0*12~23 at 
the Alfvin layer o=kzuA(x). 
Previous claim # 2. There is a resonant absorption2,3s5*‘2 
of the logarithmically singular wave at the Alfvin layer; this 
resonant absorption results from wave phase mixing (analo- 
gous to Landau damping). As discussed in detail on pages 
49-54 of Ref. 3 this phase mixing is calculated for Eq. (27) 
using an elaborate mathematical procedure, which we sum- 
marize briefly: the x origin is chosen so that x=0 is the 
location of the singular layer. The plasma is assumed to have 
a linearly increasing density for Ixl<a and a constant den- 
sity for IX]> a. The modified Bessel function solutions found 
in the region (~]<a are matched at 1x1 =a to exponential 
external solutions existing for 1x1 >a. This matching results 
in an expression [D( k, , w) in the notation of Ref. 31, involv- 
ing the ‘conjunct’ (related to the Wronksian) of Eq. (27); 
D(k, ,o) is interpreted as a ‘dispersion relation’. Because of 
the logarithmic terms this ‘dispersion’ is multivalued in the 
complex plane so that a Reimann surface and branch cuts 
must be introduced to resolve the multivalued ambiguity of 
the logarithm. Using the Nyquist criterion, it is argued that 
D(k, ,o) has no zeros on the principle sheet, but does have 
zeros on the other sheets of the Reimann surface. The zero of 
D( k, , w) is calculated for the sheet displaced one Reimann 
level from the principal sheet and it is found that this root 
gives a complex o which is interpreted as a spatially local- 
ized damping which gives resonant absorption. It is argued 
that this damping is analogous to the phase mixing involved 
in Landau damping. 
hi. WHY THE ALFVEN RESONANCE THEORIES ARE 
INCORRECT 
We now show that both the incompressible MHD deri- 
vation and the two-fluid derivation for the Alfvdn resonance 
discussed above are incorrect. The interpretation of the com- 
pressible MHD derivation is more involved and will be de- 
ferred to Sets. V and VI. 
A. The error in the derivation of the incompressible 
MHD model of the Alfven resonance 
We showed in Sec. II B 1 that the uniform plasma shear 
mode is incompressible and in Sec. II B 2 that the compres- 
sional mode is compressible. Further, we listed the eigenvec- 
tors for the shear and incompressible modes in Eq. (10). We 
show here that the essential error in Refs. 1 and 2 is that 
incompressibility is prescribed for the eigenvectors belong- 
ing to the compressional mode. In other words, the compres- 
sional mode is artificially forced to be incompressible. 
This is most easily seen for the case of a cold plasma 
where F = 0 so that 
p=B%. (45) 
Mathematically, the error involves overdetermining the sys- 
tem of equations by invoking the incompressibility condition 
Eq. (25) to solve for p” in Eq. (26). This step is wrong be- 
cause it is incorrect to invoke incompressibility to find 6 
since J? is already completely determined as can be seen by 
substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (45) (if the plasma has finite 
pressure, then f; and hence 6 can be found in terms of .& so 
the problem is still overdetermined). 
B. Inconsistency between the incompressible and 
compressible MHD models of the Alfven 
resonance 
In Ref. 34 it was stated that Eq. (32) is a generalization 
of Eq. (27) such that compressibility is included. In fact, Eq. 
(32) is not at all a generalization of Eq. (27) since if we set 
k,=O in order to correspond to Eq. (27), then Eq. (32) sim- 
plifies to 
-.& ~2% +(~2pp,,-k:B2)l;i,=0 
[ -1 
which is clearly different from Eq. (27). If we assume that 
the plasma is uniform in the x direction, then we may Fourier 
analyze in the x direction, i.e., replace d/dx-+ ik, so that Eq. 
(46) reverts to the compressional Alfven dispersion, Eq. (14). 
Thus, if k,= 0, Eq. (46) describes compressional modes 
propagating in an inhomogeneous plasma. 
When k, is finite, Eq. (32) still predicts a resonance be- 
havior; we shall show in Sec. VI B that this predicted reso- 
nance is also spurious. 
C. Errors in the phase-mixing argument 
We shall show later that there is no logarithmic singular- 
ity and so the entire phase mixing argument is unnecessary. 
Nevertheless, it is worthwhile pointing out that the phase 
mixing argument is not appropriate to a real experimental 
situation where an antenna having a fixed k, is driven by a 
steady-state oscillator having aftred frequency w. Thus, both 
k, and w are prescribed and real (as distinct from complex) 
quantities. In this steady-state situation, all linearly perturbed 
quantities will also oscillate at the transmitter frequency o 
and will also have the antenna parallel wave number k, . It is 
mathematically incorrect to assign an imaginary part to o for 
this steady-state situation; yet the essence of the phase- 
mixing argument is that w becomes complex. In a steady- 
state situation, spatially localized absorption would be mani- 
fested by k, developing a large imaginary part in the 
absorption region. 
D. Inconsistency between the two-fluid Alfvin 
‘resonance’ and the MHD Alfvin resonances 
Both incompressible and compressible MHD models 
predict an Alfven resonance in the MHD limit, i.e., when 
WIO,i-‘O. The incompressible model (which we showed in- 
volved overdetermining the system of equations) gave a 
resonance when k, was zero, but the compressible model, 
Eq. (32), requires finite k, to have a resonance. The two-fluid 
model, Eq. (44), predicts a resonance for k,= n,w/c = 0 (so 
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FIG. 1. II: vs.?=S-n: for P=-104, R=3.1, L=2.9 (ion/electronmass 
ratio = 12.5 used). Solid curve is exact cold plasma solution given by F!q. 
(53), dashed curve is approximate solution given by Eq. (44) which cor- 
rectly describes fast mode (small root) away from s=O, but as s-+0 pre- 
dicts the false ‘Alfvkn resonance’. 
it is inconsistent with the compressible MHD model), and 
furthermore, the two-fluid ‘resonance’ disappears in the limit 
o/wci-+O, since in this limit S= R= L and Eq. (44) becomes 
simply nf = S - nz . Thus, the two-fluid ‘resonance’ is incon- 
sistent with the MHD ‘resonances’. 
E. Errors in the two-fluid prediction of the Alfvin 
resonance 
Let us now re-examine the two-fluid prediction* of the 
Alfvin resonance, i.e., Eq. (44). The exact dispersion rela- 
tion, Eq. (39), can be rearranged to give a quadratic equation 
for 9tf, 
Sn;-[S(s+P)-D2]n~+P[S2-D2]=0 (47) 
where we have defined 
S=S-g . (48) 
If the two roots of Eq. (47) are well separated, they consist of 
a big root where the first two terms balance, i.e., 
n,Z= 
s(S+P)-D2 
S (big root) 
or in the limit of large P, 
ni=F (big root). (50) 
The small root is found by balancing the last two terms of 
Eq. (47), giving 
n,2= - 
P[s2-D2] 
[S(S+P)-D*] 
(small root) 
or in the limit of large P, 
(51) 
n,2- 
(+R)(+L) 
S-n; 
(small root) (52) 
which is just Eq. (44). Since, by assumption Eq. (52) is the 
small root, Eq. (52) becomes invalid when S--+n: , because 
then the predicted n: diverges and so is clearly not small. 
Thus, the apparent Alfven ‘resonance’ at S = nz in Eq. (44) is 
spurious. 
The exact dispersion relation, Eq. (47), has the two roots 
.*= 
s(S+P)-D*+ J[ S(S-P)-D2]*+4PD2n: 
x 2s , 
(53) 
this explicitly shows that n: does lent have a resonance when 
S = nz and, in fact, only has a resonance when S = 0, corre- 
sponding to the standard lower and upper hybrid resonances. 
Figure I plots the dependence on S - nt of the two roots of 
Eq. (53) for R=3.1, L=2.9, P=-lo4 (these have been 
chosen to give S = 3 and D = 0.1 corresponding to the MHD, 
i.e., D-+0 regime). For comparison, Fig. 1 also shows as a 
dashed line the incorrect behavior (false resonance) predicted 
by Eq. (44) for the same values of R, L, and P. 
F. Accessibility 
It is clear from Fig. I that there is no resonance at 
S= nt (thus, there is no cutoff-resonance-cutoff ‘triplet’) and 
that furthermore, the region around S= n: is actually a re- 
gion of inaccessibility analogous to the inaccessible region 
discussed in Refs. 35 and 36 for the context of the lower 
hybrid wave. In the limit D-+0, this inaccessible region be- 
comes infinitesimal in width and becomes a cutoff layer. 
While more aesthetic than Eq. (53), the form of Eq. (39) 
tends to give the misleading impression that ~8 and &’ (like 
m are always pure real coefficients. Adding to this is the 
fact that if the angle 13 is real, then as shown in Refs. 29 and 
31, the quantity &--4~%?? is never negative, so that n* is a 
pure real quantity. However, in actual fact, both 8 and n2 can 
indeed be complex; this occurs when the quantity 
lT=[S(S- P)-D212+4PD2n2 z (54) 
is negative, and corresponds to regions of inaccessibility. The 
regions of inaccessibility for a given n, can be visualized by 
plotting the regions where F is negative on a Clemmow- 
Mullaly-Allis (CMA) diagram.37 The only possible negative 
term in F is the term containing P; thus negative F is only 
possible when P < 0 . This occurs for frequencies below the 
plasma frequency (i.e., to the right of the P= 0 line in the 
CMA diagram). When D is finite, mode conversion will oc- 
cur in the inaccessible region. 
G. Demonstration that the MHD shear Alfvin wave 
violates quasineutrality if k, # 0 
We have shown the failure of the attempts to extend 
Alfven’s original result to situations where the wave has an x 
dependence. What about Eq. (12) which looks like Alfvin’s 
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original result, but allows k, to be arbitrary? We will show 
here that Eq. (12) is inconsistent with the assumptions of 
ideal MHD. 
One of the fundamental assumptions of ideal MHD is 
that the plasma can be described by the pre-Maxwellian form 
of Ampere’s law, i.e., by Eq. (4). An immediate consequence 
of this assumption is obtained by taking the divergence of 
Eq. (4) to obtain 
v.j=o. 
The equation of charge continuity is 
(55) 
-iw 
i i 
c L,q, +v.j=o (56) 
u= i,e 
so that an essential condition for ideal MHD to be a self- 
consistent approximation is that the plasma dynamics under 
consideration must have no net charge density, i.e. 
c ii,q,= 0. (57) 
fT=i,t? 
Now let us look at the eigenvector associated with Eq. 
(12) again [cf. unboxed terms in Eq. (lo)]. Poisson’s equa- 
tion (which is omitted in MHD, but which still has to be 
satisfied by the real plasma) is 
v.n=-$ F n,q,. (58) 
(T r,e 
Using the shear wave eigenvector, the left hand side of this 
equation is ik,iI which is nonzero if i?x is finite (which it 
must be since i:, is part of the shear wave eigenvector) and 
if k, is finite. 
Thus, when k, is nonzero we have a contradiction for the 
shear mode described by Eq. (12): the left hand side of Eq. 
(58) is nonzero (from direct calculation), whereas the right 
hand side is supposed to be zero (from the pre-Maxwellian 
form of Ampere’s law). The only way out of this paradox is 
to insist that k,= 0 in which case Eq. (12) reverts to Alfvdn’s 
original form. In general, k, is finite and so MHD cannot 
provide an adequate description of the cold plasma shear 
mode. 
IV. EXACT ARBITRARY FREQUENCY COLD 
MAGNETIZED PLASMA WAVE EQUATIONS 
We shall now develop an exact description of cold 
plasma wave propagation across an inhomogeneous plasma. 
Aside from incorporating the cold plasma assumption these 
equations involve no other assumptions, i.e., there are no 
restrictions on w, k, , k, , or density profile. Similar, but less 
general, equations have been previously discussed by Bers3* 
and by Swanson39 in the context of waveguide modes, i.e., 
modes propagating in the z direction in a uniform plasma 
enclosed by a perfectly conducting closed wall. Bers’ discus- 
sion was for arbitrary frequency waves, while Swanson’s 
was restricted to low frequency waves (we oCi) in a uniform 
plasma. Bers’ and Swanson’s waveguide results were consid- 
ered as being peculiar to the waveguide geometry, and no 
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attempt was made to apply the waveguide results to the gen- 
eral case of a plasma not surrounded by a perfectly conduct- 
ing wall (where energy propagates obliquely rather than just 
in the z direction). 
We begin our analysis by assuming that all perturbations 
have an exp( -iwt) time dependence so that Faraday’s law 
becomes 
VxE=iwti 
and Ampere’s law becomes 
(59) 
V x6= -i 5 K-E (60) 
where K is given by Eq. (33). It is useful to normalize B to c 
and spatial dimensions to the vacuum wave number o/c, 
i.e., we let 
iinom=cii, xnon=w x; 
C 
(61) 
however, for clarity we will omit writing the subscript 
‘norm’. Thus, using this normalization, Faraday’s and Am- 
pere’s laws become simply 
VXE=ifi, (621 
VXB= -iK.& (631 
Since the plasma is assumed uniform in the z direction, we 
may Fourier analyze in z and let all linearized quantities 
have the z dependence exp(in&. As before, n, is the refrac- 
tive index in the z direction, and is related to the pa&e1 
wave vector for unnormalized coordinates by n, = ck, /o. 
We now split the perturbed fields and the V operator into 
components parallel and perpendicular to z, i.e., 
E=EL+Ezi, ii=hL+SI,;, V=VI+in,i (64 
and note that 
K.6=S6L+iDz^X~L+P~zf. (651 
Thus, Faraday and Ampere’s laws can be written as 
V,xq+;X(in,g-V,~Z)=i(~~+~,i) 
and 
VLX6L+iX(in,i),-VV,LJ,) 
= - i( SEL + iDi XkL + Pl?$). 
Using the vector identity 
i.VxQ= -V.(z^xQ)=-V,.(;xQ) 
the z components of Eqs. (66) and (67) become 
V,.(ZnX&)= -ii, 
and 
(66) 
(67) 
(69) 
(70) 
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The perpendicular components of Eqs. (66) and (67) are 
z^x(in,&VI~z)=iii, (71) 
and 
.?X(in,~,-V,~,)=-i(SEL+iD~X~L). (72) 
Equations (71) and (72) constitute twc inho-mogeneo_us linear 
equ_ations in the four unknowns EL, B, , ?xE, , and 
fxB,. Two additional independent equations in these four 
unknowns are obtained by crossing Eqs. (71) and (72) with 
i, namely, 
-iin,EL+VL~,=i~XBL (73) 
and 
- inzgl + VIl?,= - iiXSEl - DEL. (74) 
Equations (71)-(74) can now be solved for the four un- 
knowns to give 
I 
El 
6, 1 
;XEl 
=- 
32-D2 
?Xii, 
r in,S 
-n,2D 
X 
-n,D 
-@s-D 
D n,D -iS 
in,3 i(Ss- 0’) n,D 
iS in,3 D 
‘) -n,D -nZD in,3 
[ VP% 1 VLh 
-1 I ;xv& (75) z^x v,& 
where again 3 = S - nz . Thus, the fundamental field quantities are kz and j, , since all other quantities can be calculated from 
these two quantities. The general cold plasma wave equation is obtained by substituting for 2X6* and z^ Xii1 into Eqs. (69) 
and (70) to obtain 
vJ.* 
(Ss-D2)V,&- in,DVIB,-in,2Dz^XV,~,-n,SiXVI~, 
32-9 i 
i-P&=0 (76) 
and 
V,. 
inzDV,~~+~Vl~~fn,Sz^XV,~~-iDiXV,tj, 
j2-D2 
+b,=o. (77) 
The denominator in these equations can be re-written as 
S2-D’=(nz-R)(n:-L) (78) 
so that its vanishing corresponds to the right and left handed 
circularly polarized modes propagating at 8=0. 
Also, since 
v, ~(z^xv,~)=v*(ixv(jl)=o (79) 
all terms involving 2 x V, may be simplified; for example, 
vL*( in?;f;;iz) =(inqF,)v,( &). (80) 
Using this simplification for all relevant terms, Eqs. (76) and 
(77) reduce to 
V,- 
=V*.( +$ V,B,i +n,(ixV,B,J*V.L( A) 
(81) 
and 
VL.( -& V16,) +d,--i(iXV,B,).Vl( &) 
=-v*.( ~v+xv,8,.v,( &). 
(82) 
Equations (81) and (82) provide an exuct description (no 
approximations) of wave propagation in a cold inhomoge- 
neous plasma for arbitrary o, arbitrary n,, and arbitrary n, ; 
hence these equations provide a complete cold plasma de- 
scription of shear and compressional Alfvdn modes, ion cy- 
clotron waves, lower hybrid waves, the ‘fast’ wave, upper 
hybrid waves, electron cyclotron waves, etc. 
We will now discuss various limits of these general 
equations. Unless otherwise stated, slab geometry will be 
used and inhomogeneity, if any, will be assumed to be in the 
x direction. Section V discusses situations where ny = 0, Sec. 
VI discusses situations where ny is finite, Sec. VII discusses 
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a resonance cone behavior associated with the shear mode, 
and Sec. VIII discusses a shear mode toroidal current drive 
scheme. 
V. BEHAVIOR WHEN NY=Q 
A. Arbitrary frequency, inhomogeneous plasma, 
ny=O 
Let us evaluate a typical term of Eqs. (81) or (82) in- 
volving the operator iXV, , e.g., 
(ixV,& -v, (&T)=-in,B,;( 6). 
(83) 
Thus, if the plasma is homogeneous (i.e., dldx=O) or if 
n,, = 0, terms of this sort vanish. 
We now assume that the plasma is inhomogeneous, but 
nY = 0. In this case Eqs. (8 1) and (82) reduce to 
d (‘ss-D2) 3) +p+$-$$~) 
;i;: j2-& dx 
(84) 
i&!$~) +&=-g( 2&h). 
(85) 
From Eqs. (84) and (85), it is easy to see the flaw in Eq. (44). 
The three steps effectively used in the argument leading to 
Eq. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(44) were: 
since IPI+a, Eq. (84) has the simple solution ,!?,--+O 
(this is essentially the basis of ideal MHD); 
since .k,-+O, the right hand term of Eq. (85) is dropped, 
so that the two terms on the left hand side of Eq. (85) 
must balance each other; 
if we replace dldx by in, then the left hand side (LHS) 
of Eq. (85) becomes Eq. (44), so that n:--+m when 
S-O. 
In actuality, this three-step argument fails when s-0. What 
really happens when s-+0 is that the right hand side finite 
kZ term of Eq. (85) balances the remaining term on the LHS, 
so that n, does not become infinite. It is not possible to set 
k, to zero while having E, finite (i.e., use the MHD assump- 
tion) since i?, acts as a source term for kZ in Eq. (84). Thus, 
the assumption that I?‘z can be ignored is incorrect when 
s--+0. The Aljkk resonance is thus a spurious artifact of 
ideal MHD resulting from the incorrect assumption that I!?~ is 
zero. 
6. Low frequency equations and dispersion relations 
If WIw,-i*O then D-+0 and also if n,=O then Eqs. (81) 
and (82) become two decoupled modes, an E wave (Trans- 
verse Magnetic or TM mode) and a B wave (Transverse 
Electric or TE mode) 
and 
(87) 
Because ,!? occurs in the denominator of the coefficient of the 
highest order derivatives, the location s= 0 is a cutoff for 
both modes. Thus, the Alfvdn layer is a cutoff (place where 
d/dx-+O) for both modes, not a resonance (place where 
dldx-+m). [Recall that in a uniform plasma the coordinate 
system can always be chosen to set n,, = 0, so that Eqs. (86) 
and (87) are always valid for low frequency waves in a uni- 
form plasma.] 
We may Fourier analyze in the x direction to obtain the 
dispersion relations 
n:=s(S-n:) {E wave} (88) 
and 
rz,“=S-nz {B wave}. tw 
C. Identification of E wave with the nY=O shear mode 
From Eq. (75) the low frequency perpendicular field 
components are found to be 
(90) 
w 1 -,A - B~==(in,VIB,+~SzXV~Ec). 
S 
(91) 
Thus, the field components which are finite for the E wave 
when nY= 0 are 
. - 
&o, &l;z dEz iS dl? s dx ’ jy=_-4. s dx (92) 
Comparison of Eq. (92) with Eq. (10) shows that the E wave 
eigenvector corresponds to the shear wave [unboxed compo- 
nents in Eq. (lo)], We note that the dispersion given by Eq. 
(88) has been discussed in Ref. 40 where it was referred to as 
the Surface Alfvdn Eigenmode (SAE). 
Thus Eq. (88) is the correct form of the ‘shear’ Alfvin 
dispersion when n, is finite, and so we see that contrary to 
the prediction of ideal MHD, this ‘shear’ cold plasma mode 
does indeed depend on n, . Although the E wave discussed 
here involves the same field components as the MHD analy- 
sis of the shear wave, the spatial behavior is not the same. 
Consider the ratio kZ/b, predicted by Eq. (92) compared to 
that predicted by the normalized form of the third of Eqs. 
(II), 
Eq. (92) =+ F=- , 
Y s 
3rd of Eqs. (11) =j ;=;. 
Y 
(93) 
These agree when S= n: but otherwise disagree. Thus, when 
S ;f: nZ there is a nontrivial difference between the predic- 
tions of ideal MHD and the predictions of our model. We 
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therefore conclude, that ideal MHD gives an incorrect de- 
scription of the shear Alfven wave except at the Alfvin layer. 
D. Why MHD fails to describe the n,,=O shear mode 
except when nE=S 
7. Error in y component of Faraday’s law 
For simplicity consider the propagation of a pure E wave 
in a uniform plasma. The third of Eqs. (11) is just the y 
component of Faraday’s law. How can there be anything 
wrong with an equation so basic to physics as Faraday’s law? 
The answer is not that Faraday’s law is wrong, but rather the 
way Faraday’s law is being used is wrong. The problem with 
the third of Eqs. (11) is that it is based on the assumption that 
Er= 0. Consider the y component of Faraday’s law with l?‘, 
retained, i.e., 
n&- rl& =&; I (94) 
a box has been put around the term neglected in MHD. In the 
low frequency limit, the x component of Ampere’s law (es- 
sentially the x component of the polarization current) gives 
another relation between E, and jr namely 
n&=SE,. (95) 
[Equation (95) comes from combining the first, second, and 
fourth of Eqs. (11) or equivalently from the-ratio of the sec- 
ond and third of Eqs. (92).] Eliminating B, between Eqs. 
(94) and (95) gives 
I SE, &-- It&.& =--q (96) 
so that the boxed term vanishes only when n:=S; otherwise, 
it must be retained. When n:%=S the right hand term is much 
smaller than the unboxed left hand term. Thus, the two left 
hand terms must nearly cancel, and in this case the wave is 
quasielectrostatic since the !eft side of Eq. (96) is the only 
nonzero component of VL<E for E wave polarization (the x 
and z components of V x E involve only J!?~ which belongs to 
the B wave polarizatkon). To be more quantitative we may 
solve Eq. (96) for n$, giving 
so the ratio of the boxed to the unboxed term on the left hand 
side is 
& s y=l--5. 
&E, n; 
Thus, the two left hand terms nearly cancel when nz+S, and 
the non-MHD term vanishes only when S = n,” . In summary, 
MHD gives an incorrect description of E wave polarization 
when nz%-S, because MHD omits the nxl?= term that nearly 
cancels the n&, term assumed to be dominant in MHD. 
2. Dispersion relation point of view 
Another way of viewing this problem is to look at the 
first and third lines of Eq. (36) for low frequencies (i.e., 
D-0); these give two coupled equations in E, and E, , 
(S-n~)~x+n,nzE,=O, (99) 
n,n$:,+ (P-n,2)E,=O. (100) 
The traditional MHD argument (e.g., Ref. 41) is to say (i) 
because the frequency is low, P-m; (ii) because the coeffi- 
cient of l?, in Eq. (100) becomes infinite, b’, must be ap- 
proximately zero; (iii) therefore I?‘, can be neglected in Eq. 
(99) which then becomes the MHD shear wave dispersion 
ni=S , i.e., ti2=k$i .-This traditional argument is not cor- 
rect, because although EL may be small, n, is typically large 
so that the product n,E, is not negligible. Solving for E, 
using Eq. (100) and substituting in Eq. (99) gives 
S--n:-- ml=0 (101) 
where we have put a box around the terms resulting from 
finite I!?:, . Cross-multiplying gives 
(S-&P-r&- InIn,2i =0 
or 
SP-n,2S-n,2P+n$z,2- n,“nz =O. El (103) 
The MHD and non-MHD n$zz terms (boxed and unboxed) 
cancel and so one obtains Eq. (88), which shows that nz is 
indeed large except when ni=S. We have shown the alge- 
braic detail to emphasize that it is not correct to ignore the 
E, term (boxed term). 
Also, if we look again at Eq. (100) we again see the 
violation of quasineutrality discussed in Sec. III G; arbi- 
trarily setting Ez= 0 forces nxL?.x=O, but this is inconsistent 
with the MHD assumption that both n, and i?‘, are finite. 
E. Why the shear mode is quasielectrostatic except 
when n:=S 
In general, a wave electric field k can be split into a 
longitudinal component 6’ and a transverse component 2 
relative to the refractive index vector n, i.e., 
j&k:[+$ (104) 
where 
$=fi; .& i?=I; x(iixii) (105) 
and ii = n/n is the refractive index unit vector. Using this 
definition we see that V.i?=in.ti=O and VXk’ 
= inxk’= 0 so that the longitudinal component corresponds 
to the electrostatic electric field (i.e., the electric field pro- 
duced by net charge density), and the transverse component 
corresponds to the inductive electric field (i.e., the electric 
field produced by time-changing magnetic fields). 
The extent to which a mode is electrostatic can be deter- 
mined by calculating the ratio of the electrostatic electric 
field to the inductive electric field, i.e., 
From Eq. (97) it is seen that 
so that Eq. (106) becomes 
(106) 
(107) 
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if:i=i;( $z)i (108) 
or using the dispersion relation, Eq. (88), to eliminate n, , 
ifi=p~i+f&$ 4 (109) 
where we have used 11 -SIP/ = 1 since 1 P/S1 % 1. Let us 
write S = n: + SS so that &S = .? is a measure of the deviation 
of S from its value at the Alfven layer. At the Alfvin layer, 
s= 0 so from Eq. (109) the wave is purely inductive (trans- 
verse). However, at a slight distance away from the Alfvin 
layer, Eq. (109) becomes 
(110) 
Thus, the electrostatic component becomes equal in magni- 
tude to the inductive component when 
SS co2 m, w2 
y=Qr=; ;JT. gm 1 c-r 
(111) 
Since, by assumption wQw,~ it is clear that the wave be- 
comes dominantly electrostatic within an extremely short 
distance from the Alfvdn layer. Thus, the shear wave is eiec- 
trostatic except in the immediate vicinity of the Alfvdn layer. 
Since MHD cannot describe electrostatic behavior, the MHD 
description of the nY = 0 shear wave can only be valid in the 
immediate vicinity of the Alfven layer; elsewhere the MHD 
description of the cold plasma nY = 0 shear wave is invalid. 
F. Identification of B wave with the compressional 
mode 
Now consider Eq. (89), the B wave. From Eqs. (90) and 
(91) the nonvanishing field components associated with this 
mode are 
. - I - 
B,#O, +-‘25 s dx ' 
ix=2 dB, . 
s dx 
(112) 
Comparison of Eq. (112) with Eq. (10) shows that the B 
wave eigenvector corresponds to the compressional wave 
[boxed components in Eq. (lo)]. Thus, we may identify the 
B wave as being the cofnpressional mode. 
Consider the ratio E, lB, predicted by Eq. (112) and by 
the normalized form of the fourth of Eqs. (13), 
Eq. (112) += -;, 
x 
4th of Eqs. (13) +=-; 
x 
(113) 
We see that here there is agreement between our model and 
the fourth of Eqs. (13) which is the x component of Fara- 
day’s law and conclude that the MHD description of the 
compressional mode is generally correct. Thus, ideal MHD 
may be used for nY= 0 compressional waves, but gives an 
incorrect description of izY = 0 shear waves except at the Al- 
f&n layer. The electric held for the compressional wave is 
always purely inductive, consistent with the conclusion that 
MHD provides a valid description for the nY = 0 compres- 
sional mode. 
From the dispersion relations, we see that the layer 
where S=nl [i.e., where o=kzuA(x) for uA+c] is a cutoff 
for both the E and B waves. Since P-CO for low frequency 
cold plasma waves, the shear mode propagates when nz>,S 
(i.e., on the low density, high field side of the cutoff), while 
the compressional mode propagates on the opposite side. 
G. Circumstances when the MHD description of shear 
Alfvin waves is valid 
We have seen that the shear Alfven wave which has 
dispersion equation (88) is quasielectrostatic except in the 
close vicinity of the Alfvin layer and so in general cannot be 
described by the MHD equations. The way Eq. (88) is used 
depends on the way boundary conditions are imposed. If the 
excitation is from the side, then n, is prescribed by the an- 
tenna geometry and the dispersion relation determines n, . In 
this case, because P/S is very large, the dispersion relation 
gives a large n,, except at the Alfvin layer where 
S- nz=O. On the other hand, if the excitation is from the 
end (which is the case for all experiments that have demon- 
strated the dispersion w = kzuA), then n, is prescribed by the 
antenna and so Eq. (88) determines n, . Now, the Ieverage is 
reversed so that unless n, is very large, Eq. (88) forces nc to 
be approximately equal to S. 
In summary, the simple MHD model of shear Alfven 
waves is appropriate for end excitation if a small n, is pre- 
scribed, but MHD is generally inappropriate for side excita- 
tion since a modest n, will give a large n, at all regions other 
than the Alfven layer. 
VI. BEHAVIOR WHEN NY IS FINITE 
A. Finite n,, low frequency limit 
In the low frequency limit D-+0, and so Eqs. (8 1) and 
(82) assume the form 
S 
v1* ( i ;v,E, +PE;=n,(ixV,B,)~V, ; 0 (114) 
and 
V,- 
i i 
1 
; v,& +21,=-n,;xv,E’,-V, r . 
ii S 
(115) 
We now assert that (i) Eq. (115) corresponds to Eq. (32), 
except that Eq. (32) is missing the right hand side of Elq. 
(115), and (ii) ail fields are finite in the vicinity of 3 = 0 even 
when tiy is finite. 
Let us start with Eq. (115), but omit the right hand side 
(which of course is not correct if nY is finite), i.e., we start 
with 
{x?;, incorrectly forced to zero} (116) 
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or 
~(&g+&~z+~z=o 
{E, incorrectly forced to zero}. (117) 
To prevent inadvertent use of these equations in other con- 
texts, we have explicitly noted that l?Z has been incorrectly 
forced to be zero. 
From Eq. (75) 
EL=- & (in,SV,~~+DV,~,+n,Dz^XV~~, 
-iSz”XV,B,) (118) 
so that in the limit D-+0 and again setting E, artificially to 
zero, we obtain 
iip -f z”XVIb, {E, incorrectly forced to zero} 
(119) 
so that 
incorrectly forced to zero}. 
Thus, &. (117) becomes, using Eq. (120), 
{/?:, incorrectly forced to zero} 
or, solving for b, , 
bz= 
-i(S-nf) dk’, 
S-(n;+nf) dx ’ 
Inserting Eq. (122) in Eq. (120) gives 
1 -t(S-npy=O. 
(120) 
(120 
(122) 
(123) 
If we note that S = I+ c*/u~ and use the MHD assumption 
that uA <<c, this becomes 
(c21+n~) dE 
y +(c~/+z,~)~~=O (124) 
c2/v~-(n;+n~) dx 1 
or, in unnormalized quantities 
(w21+k:) dE 
2 +(w2/+k;)&,=0. -1 02/v:-(k;+k;) dx 
(125) 
From the MHD Ohm’s law, Eq. (2), the x component of the 
MHD velocity is 
(126) 
so we see that Eq. (125) is mathematically equivalent to Eq. 
(32). 
Thus, Eq. (32) describes only the compressional Alfvdn 
wave and, contrary to the assertions in Refs. 3 and 4, does 
not describe the shear wave. The essential point here is that 
Eq. (32) is missing the finite E, terms which are critically 
important in the region where S=nf and which prevent the 
equations from becoming singular. 
6. Mode coupling in an inhomogeneous plasma when 
n,# 0 
References 3 and 4 claimed that Eq. (32) has a logarith- 
mic singularity in the vicinity of the w= kzvA layer. In the 
previous section we showed that Eq. (32) is incorrect be- 
cause it is missing terms involving l?, . In this section we 
show that when these terms are properly taken into account, 
there is no singularity at the o = kzuA layer and that, instead, 
there is a strong coupling between E, and b, . 
We consider the low frequency limit (i.e., D-+0) but 
allow both plasma inhomogeneity in the x direction and li- 
nite nY. Thus, Eqs. (114) and (115) become 
027) 
and 
(12% 
Note that the left hand side of Eq. (128) is equivalent to Eq. 
(32). We define the x origin to be where S=nz , so in the 
vicinity of the origin we can write 
S-ni=xS’ 
where the prime means dldx. Thus, in the vicinity of x=0, 
Eqs. (127) and (128) become 
d nz d.6, n%nz 
( ! 
- -- -- E,+PE,= -inynzb,g 
dx xS’ dx xS’ 
and 
(130) 
or, after some simplification and the dropping of terms that 
do not contain inverse powers of x, 
and 
(131) 
032) 
We now define 
Qt=n,E,+ib, (133) 
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and add Eq. (13 1) to + i times Eq. (132) obtaining 
-!$Q?= i2 kn Qz 
or 
d2Q, 1 dQ+ ---z_ 
dx2-; dx 
(134) 
(135) 
Equation (I 35) can be transformed42 to a standard form by 
defining 
6=2Jnyx (136) 
so that 
x1t2- 6 dt 2n, _- A=- 
26’ dx 5 
(137) 
and let 
e,=; g,(S). 
Thus, 
(138) 
and 
(140) 
so that Eq. (135) becomes in the limit of small .$ 
E2gq+5g~-(4+52)g,(~)=0. (141) 
Equation (141) is a Bessel’s equation of order 2 when the 
minus sign is chosen and is a modified Bessel’s equation of 
order 2 when the plus sign is chosen. Thus, for small ,$ we 
find 
Q-=$aJ2(E)+bY,(Ol (142) 
and 
Q+=$r,(S)fPI(?(OI (143) 
where a, b, a, and p are constants which will be determined 
by the boundary conditions at large .$ The important point 
here is that for small ,$ 
J2(5M2m-E2 (14.4) 
while 
Y2mK2w-5-2 (145) 
so that_ both Q= and Q + are finite and well behaved at .$=O 
(i.e., E, and B, are finite and well behaved at w= krvA). 
Thus, even for finite nY there is no Alfvin resonance (i.e., no 
singularity at x = 0); hence, there should not be any special 
absorption at x = 0. However, we note that finite ny causes a 
strong coupling of the shear and compressional modes in the 
vicinity of x = 0; this linear mode coupling in the presence of 
inhomogeneity in the x direction and finite n,, is an important 
phenomenon completely overlooked by conventional uni- 
form cold plasma theory. Standard asymptotic formulas will 
connect these inner, small 1x1 solutions to the outer, large 1x1 
Wentzel-Kramer-Brillouin (WKB) solutions. These con- 
necting formulas will be complicated and are beyond the 
scope of the present paper, but will not introduce any singu- 
larities since the WKB solutions are nonsingular and well 
behaved in the regions away from x = 0. The only possible 
place for a singularity was at x= 0 and we have demon- 
strated that the solution is well behaved and finite at this 
point. Thus, we have disproved the assertion in Refs. 3 and 4 
that a compressible cold plasma has a logarithmic singularity 
at the w= kzuA layer when ny is finite. 
C. Why the Alf&n resonance concept also fails for 
perpendicular field components of finite ny 
modes 
References 2, 3, 9, 13 and many following papers argue 
that the cold plasma shear Alfven wave has a logarithmic 
singularity at the Alfven layer. This singularity is manifested 
by the MHD v:Iocity ci, which, as shown in Eq. (126) is 
proportional to E, . Furthermore, Refs. 2, 5, and 9 argue that 
a spatial phase mixing occurs at the Alfvdn resonance, pro- 
ducing strong wave absorption and plasma heating at this 
layer; the elaborate mathematical model used to derive the 
phase mixing was summarized in Sec. II F. Reference 5 ar- 
gues that the magnitude of the absorption can be calculated 
from the ideal MHD equations without actually knowing the 
details of the absorption mechanism. We now demonstrate 
that the logarithmically singular Alfvin ‘resonance’, the as- 
sociated phase mixing and absorption are all nonexistent. 
In the vicinity of the Alfvdn layer, i.e., where S=nZ, 
Eqs. (127) and (128) have the limiting form 
where we have used the result from Sec. VI B that both E, 
and B, are finite and well behaved at the Alfvkn layer, and 
we have kept only the dominant terms in Eqs. (127) and 
(I28), i.e., those terms scaling as (S-nf)-2. 
Let us examine ,!?‘, and ku; using Eq. (30) these are 
found to be 
z _ [in& dl?.,ldx) - n$,] 
x- S-n,2 (148) 
and 
g = _ [vy&+ i(db,ldx)] 
Y S-n,2 ’ (149) 
If, as in ideal MHD, iZ is arbitrarily and unjustifiably 
forced to be zero, then Eqs. (148) and (149) indeed become 
singular at the Alfven layer where S = nz [this is the essence 
of the claimed ideal MHD Alfven resonance resulting from 
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Eq. (32)]. However, if i?, is properly taken into account, then 
we see from Eqs. (146) and (147) that the leading order iZ 
terms in the numerators of Eqs. (148) and (149) cancel the 
leading order B, terms so that the numerator goes to zero in 
the same fashion as the denominator. Similar behavior occurs 
for i, and bp in the vicinity of the Alfven layer. Thus, even 
when n, is finite there is still-no singularity at the Al@& 
layer; all six components of E _and B are finite and well 
behaved at the Alfvkn layer as is U. The fact that ideal MHD 
predicted a spurious resonance with associated absorption 
constitutes a serious failure of the ideal A4HD model of low 
frequency plasma behavior: 
It is often argued that, despite its shortcomings, ideal 
MHD is a ‘robust model’ of the plasma and provides a good 
description of plasma behavior even in regimes when it 
should not be valid, and that in any case, shortcomings can 
be patched up in ad hoc fashion. This argument is clearly 
inappropriate here. Ideal MHD is not a robust model of the 
ideal cold plasma here because ideal MHD predicted a non- 
existent singularity and a nonexistent heating mechanism. 
This is an error that cannot be ‘patched up’. 
D. Numerical solutions of coupled wave equations 
If there were a singularity at the Alfven layer, it would 
not be possible to integrate the wave equations across the 
layer without introducing a dissipation. To emphasize that 
there is no singularity, we present numerical integrations of 
Eqs. (114) and (115) and show that these solutions are well 
behaved at the Alfven layer-no dissipation needs to be in- 
troduced to resolve singularities. In order to relate to experi- 
ments we will use cylindrical geometry (the numerical inte- 
gration could also be done in slab geometry). 
In cylindrical geometry Eqs. (114) and (115) become 
;@]+[ -~+P]$=-yx.$) 
WO) 
and 
Equation (152) is solved in a single iteration using a 
coupled tridiagonal matrix inversion scheme over a 1000 
point grid [these numerical solutions are very accurate; when 
substituted back into the original difference equation form of 
Eqs. (152), the numerical solutions satisfy the difference 
equations within the roundoff error of the computer]. All that 
is required for inputs are boundary conditions for $ and x on 
axis (i.e., at r= 0) and at the edge r= a. Because of the 
m = 1 symmetry, regularity conditions at r = 0 require43 that 
#(0)=x(0)=0 always. Thus, E wave excitation is described 
by using edge boundary conditions $(a) = 1, x(a) = 0, 
while B wave excitation is described by using edge boundary 
conditions $(a)=O, ,y(a)=l. 
Figure 2 shows results of the numerical computation for 
parameters similar to the Tokapole II experiment while Fig. 3 
shows results for parameters of a large tokamak. It should be 
noted that in the limit that the plasma density goes to zero 
Eqs. (150) and (15 1) transform smoothly and continuously to 
the vacuum TE and TM cylindrical waveguide modes; this is 
easily demonstrated by letting S-t 1, P--+ 1. At very low 
densities, the quasielectrostatic E wave exists over the entire 
plasma radius, but as the density is increased, the domain of 
this mode is pushed radially outward (to the right of the 
Alfvdn layer). The much longer wavelength B wave becomes 
evident at higher densities. From Fig. 2 it is seen that as the 
Bh J /-\ 1 
;q; $I+[ -g+l]x=-F &( ;) (151) wnz 5o 
-:: 
where $I= I?:, and x= ib, . We rearrange these equations into 
the form 
flV+g,+'+h,q=Xx, fzx"+gzx'+h,x=Xcjl 
(152) 
where 
f,=SS, gl=F -nzg, h,=-$SS+pS2, 
(153) 
f2=& g2=; -2, h2=-$+S2, mn dS A=$-&. 
We choose two cases, the first approximating the param- 
eters of the Tokapole II experiment28 and the second the 
parameters of a reactor-grade tokamak. The Tokapole II ex- 
periment had m = 1 symmetry so we will use m = 1. 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.10 
T (meters) 
FIG. 2. Numerical solution of Eqs. (150), (151) and associated perpendicu- 
lar components for parameters similar to Tokapole Il experiment,” hydro- 
gen plasma, f= 1.16 MHz, 8=0.5 T, nz= 74, rn= 1, I?, excitation. 
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for parameters of a large tokamak; 50-50 D-T 
mixture, f= 10 MHz. B=5 T, tzz= 15. M= I, I?, excitation. 
E wave approaches the Alfven layer (going in the direction 
of increasing density), iZ decreases in magnitude while by 
increases. This is a counterexample to the common percep- 
tion that all field components of a mode must increase or 
decrease in tandem. What is happening here is that the shear 
wave (which has both I?; and BY components) is changing 
from being quasielectrostatic when it is on the low density 
side of the Alfvin layer to being inductive when it ap- 
proaches the Alfvin layer. 
Note that the perpendicular field components are finite at 
the Alfvin layer, but there are slight numerical ‘glitches’ in 
the Fig. 3 plots of these perpendicular components. These 
glitches come from trying to calculate the ratio zero/zero 
numerically and result from imperfect numerical cancellation 
of the two big terms analogous to the numerator terms of Eq. 
(149). The glitches could have been removed by using 
L’Hopital’s rule at the Alfven layer, but it was decided to 
leave them in to show the accuracy of the solution and also 
to act as a marker for the Alfvdn layer. In order to keep the 
glitches small, the radial derivatives of iZ and g, were cal- 
culated to third-order numerical accuracy. The glitches are 
too small to appear in the Fig. 2 plots; this is because the 
longer wavelengths in Fig. 2 result in a greater relative nu- 
merical accuracy. 
VII. RESONANCE CONE BEHAVIOR OF E WAVE 
A. Derivation of resonance cone equation 
In the limit when n:+S, Eq. (88) becomes 
nfS+ntP-0 (154) 
which if ‘un-Fourier’ analyzed can be written as 
d2kz d2it’, P a2Ez 
z+dq’z= S-27 I I (155) 
This is a hyperbolic partial differential equation having solu- 
tions of the form 
B,=Ez(zf mr) 056) 
where r= Jm. This is called a resonance cone behavior 
and has been thoroughly studied44-50 in the lower and upper 
hybrid regimes, but has received little attention in the 
o+uCi regime. In the WG W,i regime the cone angle 6, is 
given by 
&n e,=L S 4-T cIv‘4 w - ~-=- z P qkJ~ wgm (157) 
where tigrn = 1 w,,w,.~/ 1’2 is the geometric mean of the elec- 
tron and ion cyclotron frequencies. Since W,-i+Wgm and by 
assumption w/W,i~ 1) the cone angle is very small. For ex- 
ample if o/oCi= l/3 and the plasma ions are hydrogen, then 
the cone angle will be 6,- lOA radian. Nevertheless, for 
large z there will be significant propagation across the mag- 
netic field, invalidating the statement that shear Alfvdn 
waves only propagate along field lines and do not propagate 
across field lines. We note that Borg et aL5* have also dis- 
cussed aspects of the resonance cone behavior of shear Al- 
f&n waves. 
Thus, a finite extent antenna located at the edge of an 
inhomogeneous plasma and aligned parallel to the z axis will 
excite a disturbance having the shape of the image of the 
antenna held distribution and propagating into the plasma 
along the resonance cone trajectory. We call this the quasi- 
electrostatic torsional Alfvin resonance cone (QETARC). If 
the antenna is infinite in the y direction and located at x,, 
this disturbance will have the simple form 
+Z-,,(Z+ e;l(x--x,))] (158) 
where k&z) is the field distribution along the antenna. The 
cone trajectories are just characteristics of a hyperbolic par- 
tial differential equation in the x-z plane. A plot of cone 
trajectories excited by a periodic source in the context of 
lower hybrid waves is given in Ref. 47; the Alfven cone 
trajectories will be similar, except that the k, spectral com- 
ponents constituting the Alfven resonance cone become elec- 
tromagnetic in nature as S+n: and reflect specularly from 
the nz = S layer (assuming k, = 0 so that there is no coupling 
between compressional and shear modes). 
This resonance cone point of view is quite different from 
the conventional MHD point of view. In the conventional 
MHD view, the shear Alfvin dispersion is determined by Eq. 
(12) so that k, is determined by plasma parameters and wave 
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frequency. In the resonance cone point of view (which we 
assert is the correct point of view), k, is not determined by 
the plasma, but is instead determined by the z-Fourier trans- 
form of the antenna; e.g. an antenna that is periodic in z will 
excite a single k: whereas a localized antenna (delta function 
in z) will excite a broad k, spectrum. Each k, component 
excited by the antenna propagates according to Eq. (88), and 
what one observes is the sum of all these components. A 
localized source does not excite the single k, predicted by 
Eq. (12), but instead excites a broad spectrum of k, . The part 
of the spectrum satisfying nf%,S combine to form the reso- 
nance cone. 
This resonance cone interpretation is consistent with ex- 
perimental observations reported by Borg and Crosss2 who 
used a localized antenna to excite shear Alfvdn waves in a 
tokamak and measured the poloidal profile of the wave at a 
toroidal separation of 180” from the transmitter. However, 
the angular resolution in their experiment was not small 
enough to be able to resolve the cone angle which would be 
of the order of a one degree angular displacement from B. 
The resonance cone nature and the electrostatic disper- 
sion given by Eq. (154) have, however, been experimentally 
verified by Ono53 for the case of direct excitation at fixed o 
by an electrostatic, finite extent antenna imposing I?, with a 
well defined k, [although these electrostatic modes were 
clearly observed and identified with Eq. (154) in Ref. 53, the 
connection with shear Alfven waves was not realized]. Skiff, 
Wong, and Ono54 have observed excitation of this electro- 
static mode also, but via parametric decay from a higher 
frequency mode. 
$;++&)-& Je$l. (162) 
Thus, the parallel component of the group velocity is con- 
stant in an inhomogeneous slab plasma and is equal to the 
parallel phase velocity. The perpendicular component of the 
group velocity is small and goes to zero at the w= kzvA layer 
resulting in specular reflection from the layer. Far from the 
layer, where kfv:lu2,> 1, the group velocity is approxi- 
mately 
aw L 0 ~ lo2 
dk “z .+,, W&VA ’ (163) 
In this case the tangent of the angle the group velocity makes 
with respect to the magnetic field is 
2. (dwldk) w 
$(dwldk)=w,, (164) 
which is independent of k, so that all k, components have 
the same group velocity angle (this is what gives the reso- 
nance cone). Thus, far from the reflecting layer, the group 
velocity lies along the resonance cone. From Eqs. (154) and 
(163) we see that k.doldk=O so that the group and phase 
velocities are orthogonal (this is another way of seeing that 
the wave is backwards in the x direction). 
From Eq. (162) we see that at the w= kzvA layer where 
reflection occurs, the group velocity is parallel to the mag- 
netic field. Thus Alfvdn’s original analysis correctly de- 
scribes the wave at the reflecting layer, but at no other value 
ofx. 
B. Relationship of group velocity to resonance cones 
The E wave dispersion can be written in unnormalized 
form as 
J= 
k2v2 z A 
1 + k,2c2/m;, 059) 
and the resonance cone limit corresponds to the case where 
k~v~IW2% 1 so that the dispersion becomes simply 
o= us,,, cot 0. Let us now calculate the group velocity asso- 
ciated with Eq. (159) and see how this group velocity is 
related to the resonance cone. 
Taking the derivative of Eq. (159) with respect to k gives 
do 
kz4 n 
k;v;k,c2/ o& ~ 
Odk = 1 + k,2c2/u;, ‘- [ 1 + k,2c2/m;J2 x (160) 
so that we see that the direction of the x component of the 
group velocity is in the -k, direction. Thus this wave is a 
backwards waves5 in the x direction and, in order to have 
energy propagate into the plasma (positive x direction), when 
we solve Eq. (159) for k, we must choose the negative root 
for k, . In this case Eq. (159) gives 
061) 
Substituting for k, in Eq. (160) gives 
C. Relation to hot electron low frequency resonance 
cones 
If the plasma parameters are such that vrj< ulkZ<vTe, 
then the electron parallel dielectric has a Boltzmann form, 
while the ions retain their cold plasma behavior. In this case 
the parallel dielectric becomes 
(165) 
If o>k,c, (i.e., n,<clc,) where c,=WpiXDe is the ion 
acoustic velocity, then the middle term in Eq. (165) domi- 
nates so that P is positive and one obtains a hot electron 
mode which propagates on the high density, low field side of 
the 0 = kzvA layer. 
However, for very short parallel wavelengths such that 
nZ>cIc, the last term in Eq. (165) dominates so that P be- 
comes negative again, suggesting the possibility of another 
resonance cone since once again P and S have opposite 
signs. Keeping finite O/O,i terms, the perpendicular dielec- 
tric is 
2 
S=l- 
@pi 
cd2 - CL& (166) 
since oj$/6&% w&/w,~~. Using Eqs. (165) and (166), the 
electrostatic dispersion relation becomes 
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FIG. 4. (a) Plot of Eq. (175) for fusion reactor parameters described in text, 
shaded area shows allowed region of E wave (also called quasielectrostatic 
torsional AlfvCn resonance cone); (b) dispersion relations in limit 
w/w,~-O and N, =0 showing E wave [shear mode, Eq. (88)] propagating 
on low density side of s= 0 cutoff, B wave [compressional mode, Eq. (89)] 
and hot electron mode on high density side. 
k,ZS+ kfP 1 2 opi k,Z LIJ$ k,2 
k2 
=1+-- 
k2X2 DC 
w”- p-w’ ~“0. (167) 
Kueh1,56 Burrell,57 and Bellan have shown that Eq. (167) 
does indeed provide a new resonance cone regime, this time 
with cone angle Q,.-sin-‘(w/o,&; Behans has experimen- 
tally demonstrated the existence of these cones. 
D. Simple electrostatic derivation of cold plasma 
resonance cone 
By using the quasielectrostatic assumption (which is 
equivalent to the assumption that n:B>S), the low frequency 
resonance cone behavior can be derived directly: The elec- 
trostatic assumption involves assuming E= -V4 where 3 is 
an electrostatic potentiai. Since we o,~, the fluid velocity 
1?, for each plasma species o is the sum of the EXB velocity, 
the polarization drifts and the parallel quiver velocity, 
iic= 
-V&xB iom, 
B2 + Q.2 ‘d+& ‘,,5?1’ (1681 
The continuity equation for each species can be solved to 
give 
iiv= v~(n,U,) io 
while Poisson’s equation is 
m=-i F  n^,q,- 
B r.e 
(169) 
(170) 
We  assume that Vn*V$XB=O which is equivalent to the 
np=O assumption for our more general case. Using Eqs. 
(168), (169) in Eq. (170) gives the resonance cone equation 
vc[ (1 +$)v,rir]+v,,.[ (I -$+,,i]=o (171) 
which is equivalent to Eq. (155). 
We  note that resonance cones are a cw wave phenomena 
(i.e., require a sharp o spectrum) and that if the antenna is 
pulsed (giving a broad w spectrum) then, as shown in Ref. 
59, a complicated wake-like, t ime-dependent spatial interfer- 
ence pattern is created in the plasma. 
VIII. TOROIDAL CURRENT DRIVE IN TOKAMAK 
PLASMAS 
In order to satisfy the cold plasma assumption and also 
avoid Landau damping the E wave must satisfy (in unnor- 
malized quantities) 
wlkz2=-vTe (172) 
where VTr is the electron thermal velocity. In normalized 
quantities, this becomes 
-L-n:. 
VTt 
The cold E wave propagates on the low density, high field 
side of the w= kzuA layer, i.e., for 
C 
PI+---. * 
VA 
Thus, the allowed region for the E wave is where 
-&.,..g (175) 
which will occur at the edge of the plasma where uTr is 
small and VA is large. Toroidal current drive6” will result if 
the E wave is phased to have a unidirectional spectrum (like 
a lower hybrid gril16’ antenna) and if n, is selected so that 
the E wave Landau damps on electrons before it reaches the 
w= kzvA layer. An indication of the allowed n, region in a 
tokamak reactor predicted by Eq. (175) is shown in Fig. 4(a). 
Here, for simplicity the electron temperature and density are 
assumed to have the same profile, so that it is possible to 
make a plot of n, versus density and have the temperature 
automatically parametrized. Both the c/vTe and c/VA curves 
are shown in Fig. 4(a) and the allowed region predicted by 
Eq. (175) is shaded. Parameters relevant to a fusion reactor 
were chosen here, i.e., B = 5 T  with a 50-50 D-T mix. The 
maximum electron temperature was assumed to be 10 keV, 
while the maximum density was assumed to be 102’ rnv3. 
Figure 4(a) indicates that for these parameters the maxi- 
mum penetration for a Landau damped wave is obtained 
when pzZ= 16. Choosing the wave frequency f =o/2r= 10 
MHz to satisfy the low frequency requirement w+ W ,i gives 
A,= 2 r/k, = 2 m. For reference, Fig. 4(b) shows the disper- 
sion relations of the E wave (TM mode), the B wave (TE 
mode) and the hot electron mode. 
The pohuization of the E wave is such that the exciting 
antenna should generate an electric field parallel to the equi- 
librium magnetic field (i.e., equivalent to the finite J?~ of a 
slab system). The frequency regime is such that this excita- 
tion could be accomplished using an antenna inside the 
vacuum wall with .?, currents to produce a traveling & wave. 
This coupling is analogous to a toroidally segmented Ohmic 
heating transformer where each segment is driven by an RF 
generator phased so that the net field is a toroidal traveling 
wave. This current drive will be an edge drive but may still 
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IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have demonstrated that the logarithmic Alfvdn ‘reso- 
nance’ singularity and associated localized absorption pre- 
dicted by MHD do not exist in an ideal cold plasma. MHD 
fails because MHD ignores the k, field which is essential for 
describing the shear mode. 
We have presented exact equations for cold plasma 
waves propagating across an inhomogeneous plasma and 
shown that in the low frequency (i.e., o+o,~) regime, the 
o = kZuA(x) layer acts as a cutoff for both TE and TM modes 
when ny = 0. However, a strong coupling between TE and 
TM modes occurs when nY is finite (but there is still no 
resonance). Numerical solutions of these equations for real- 
istic situations illustrate the mode coupling and the nonexist- 
ence of logarithmic singularity and absorption. When 
O/W,i is finite and n,,= 0 there is a region of inaccessibility 
surrounding the w=kZuA(x) layer; this region disappears as 
O/W,i+O* 
In the low density, high field side of the w= kzuA(x) 
layer the TM mode has a resonance cone, quasielectrostatic 
behavior (which cannot be described by ideal MHD); the 
cone angle is OC=~/~gm where wg,,, is the geometric mean 
of the electron and ion cyclotron frequencies. This cone 
angle is typically very small so that waves excited by an 
external antenna will have a group velocity making an angle 
(the cone angle) that is very small with respect to the mag- 
netic field, typically a small, but finite, fraction of a degree. 
These quasielectrostatic TM modes possess all the required 
attributes for toroidal current drive; the only limiting factor is 
drive will be an edge current drive. This should still be of 
interest if anomalous current penetration (observed on many 
experiments) takes place. 
Note added in proofi The shear Alfvdn resonance cone 
has also been observed experimentally by Gekelman et aZ.63 
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